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Synopsis

Thorncliffe Chrome Mine, one of Glencore's Eastern Chrome operations, is currently mining the Middle Group No.1 (MG1) chromitite layer and is conducting a pre-feasibility study for an expansion project to mine the Middle Group chromitite No.2 (MG2) layer. This paper focuses on identifying viable areas within the MG2 layer that adhere to the mining, geological, and rock engineering parameters for a safe multiple-reef operation; and establishing efficient ways of accessing and extracting the MG2 chromitite layer. The findings from the multi-reef project at Samancor's Tweefontein Mine (Gouvea, 2013) and Maritz (2015) emphasized that the best layout for a safe and stable multi-reef operation is one where pillars are superimposed.

The guidelines by Salamon and Oravecz (1976) were key in the selection criteria for pillar stability. A stage gate analysis was used to identify mineable areas using the success selection criteria for mineability obtained from geotechnical and geostatistical analysis of the assay data and isopach plan. During this study, it was found that the most cost-efficient way of accessing the MG2 chromitite layer is from the MG1 mining horizon through a connecting ramp instead of sinking a shaft. Moreover, using the MG1 infrastructure during the development of the MG2 mining horizon will reduce the project development cost. A bord-and-pillar layout with superimposed pillars will assist in reducing the stress concentrations and interactions between the two mining horizons.

With all the considerations being satisfied, it can be concluded that the MG2 layer is viable to mine in a safe manner along with the MG1 layer in a multi-reef environment.
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Introduction

This report is based on vacation work done by the author at Thorncliffe Chrome Mine during December 2018 and January 2019 to identify areas at Thorncliffe Chrome Mine that would be amenable to alternative layer mining. Thorncliffe, located in the eastern limb of the Bushveld Complex (BC), South Africa is one of Glencore’s Eastern Chrome mining operations; it is a four-barrel decline system sunk on reef and produces 100 000 t/month on average from the Middle Group Chromitite No. 1 layer (MG1) using mechanized bord-and-piller mining.

The Thorncliffe concentrator produces five main products, namely (in descending order of chromite content): foundry, metallurgical grade, low metallurgical grade, chips, and lump. The concentrates with a high chromite content are smelted to produce ferrochrome at either the Lydenburg or the Lion smelter.

The Middle Group chromitite layers are found in the Critical Zone of the Rustenburg Layered Suite of the BC (Figure 1). The chromitite reefs are fine-grained with prominent nodules throughout; the immediate footwall and hangingwall consist of pyroxenite. It is important to note that the Middle Group No.2 chromitite layer (MG2) is situated above the MG 1 layer as seen in Figure 2. The MG1 layer has a thickness of 1.87 m and dips between 10 and 14 degrees.

Motivation for the study

The ferrochrome industry is currently facing serious challenges, due to the trade war between the USA and China, as well as production cost due to mine closures and lack of new ferrochrome capacity (Pastour, 2019). However, chrome ore production is expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 7% in the period 2019 to 2029 (Technavio, 2019).
According to Beveridge (2017), South African ore production is projected to need to increase to 2.5 Mt by 2021 in order to meet future market demands.

The projected increase in chrome ore demand affords Thorncliffe Chrome Mine the opportunity to increase output by exploiting the MG2 chromitite layer. This study was conducted to identify the viable areas within the MG2 that conform with the rock engineering, geological, and mining requirements.

The MG2 package varies from 1.85 m to 2.5 m in thickness throughout the BC, and is subdivided into the MG2a, MG2b, and MG2c (see Figure 2). For the purpose of this study these will be treated as a single layer, taking into consideration the inherent dilution that would be introduced by mining the intervening pyroxenite layers.

This paper outlines the process followed to ascertain the feasibility of mining the MG2, but does not include the financial implications of the expansion nor does it consider downstream smelting as the project is still in feasibility stage.
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| Table I  |
|-------------------------------|-----------------------------|
| **Summary of the project approach** | **Methodology** |
| Objective | Methodology |
| Review various criteria for defining a mineable area | Literature study |
| Investigate geological, rock engineering, and mining factors to be considered | Collect geology geological rock engineering and mining reports |
| | Interview the senior rock engineer, and geologist |
| | Literature study |
| Evaluate the capacity of the current infrastructure | Visit the Thorncliffe concentration plant |
| Establish efficient ways of accessing and extracting the MG2 | Literature study on similar projects and efficient ways of accessing alternative layers in a brownfield operation |
| Display the resultant mineable areas in a visual format | Utilized MicroStation (AutoCAD) software and borehole data to map the mineable areas that adhere to the set mining parameters. |

**Method**

The methodology used in this study is outlined in Table I.

**Literature survey**

Multi-reef mining in a hard-rock environment is an established practice as shown by the following case studies of similar projects.

**Case study 1: Tweefontein Chrome Mine**

Samancor’s Tweefontein Mine is situated in close proximity to Thorncliffe Chrome Mine, and is thus benchmark for multi-reef mining due to the stratigraphy being similar to that at Eastern Chrome Mines. Tweefontein is currently mining the MG2 layer above the mined-out MG1 horizon. Multi-reef mining started in 2008.

Pillar stability and the influence of the MG2 horizion on the stability of the pyroxenite middling were assessed using numerical modelling to determine the best pillar layout, on the basis of induced tensile stress and excess shear stress, for a safe and stable operation (Gouvea, 2013).

The results conclusively indicated that the best layout was one with superimposed pillars. The stress due to the overburden on the MG2 mining horizon and the stress interactions between the MG2 and MG1 horizons were found to be insignificant and did not affect the overall stability of the operation. Due to the low average pillar stress, determined using the methodology proposed by Malan and Napier (2011), footwall punching was not expected.

**Case study 2: The effects of vertical stresses on pillar strength**

The study (Maritz, 2015) focused on a mine situated in the eastern limb of the BC with a similar stratigraphy to Thorncliffe Chrome Mine. The mine’s bord-and-pillar layout was simulated using Tabular Excavation Analysis (TEXAN) code. The author hypothesised a scenario for one section in which the pillars in the MG2 horizon and those in the MG1 mining horizon were superimposed (situated directly above each other), while in the other section the pillars not superimposed.

The effect of possible shear stresses on the pillar strength was evaluated.

The author argues that shear stress can be induced in pillars that are superimposed, while on the other hand, if pillars are not superimposed less stress is transferred to the MG2 pillars and the stresses on the MG1 pillars increase, as expected. However, the author emphasises that this scenario applied when the mining spans in the MG2 horizon were small and the factor of safety of pillars was high. As mining progresses, pillar and beam failure might occur due to the difficulty in transferring stress because of the longer spans. Hence, it is vital that MG2 regional pillars are superimposed with MG1 regional pillars to assist with the transfer of stresses.

Maritz (2015) concluded, based on this specific study, that when identical pillars are perfectly superimposed in a multi-reef layout, shear stresses are induced. This is due to the slight reduction in the normal stress acting on pillars. However, he emphasised that the effects of shear stress on the stability of pillars was not quantified and requires further research.

**Summary**

The findings from these two case studies can be utilized by Thorncliffe Chrome Mine to understand the factors influencing the positioning of pillars. Moreover, they emphasise the importance of a superimposed pillar layout in a hard-rock multi-reef environment for a safe and stable operation.

**Multi-reef mining**

Zipf (1900) and Hill (2014) investigated the factors that control interactions in multi-seam mining including vertical stress concentration, stress re-direction, bedding plane slip bands, and horizontal stress concentrations. Other factors to be considered are mining geometry, mine design, mining sequence, and geology. Although these factors were established in a coal mining environment, they can be applicable in a hard-rock mining environment with the same mining layout. However, it is important to note how these factors will differ in a hard-rock environment.

The industry guidelines for superimposition (Salamon and Oravecz 1976) were instrumental in the evaluation of mineable areas at Thorncliffe.

**Results**

**Geostatistical and geotechnical analysis**

The isopach chart illustrated in Figure 3, together with the assay data, was used to assess mineable areas. The isopach chart was compiled from borehole data and indicates the parting thickness between the MG1 and MG2.

During the evaluation of mineability, the MG2 was divided into 114 geological blocks.

The criteria used to assess the mineability of the blocks are detailed in Table II.
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Analysis of the selection criteria

Geostatistical and geotechnical analysis were conducted using the borehole data.

➤ The parting thickness between the MG1 and MG2 averaged 10 m over 95% of the production sections.
➤ The internal dilution due to the partings in the MG2 chromitite layer was less than the threshold of 15%, thus making 52% of the geological blocks economical for exploitation.
➤ 95% of working area had favourable parting characteristics.
➤ The case studies from the literature showed that bord-and-pillar mining will reduce the stress interactions in the MG2 mining horizons.
➤ The 54 geological blocks that can be mined economically allow for bord-and-pillar mining with a superimposed pillar layout, which does not influence the alternative mining horizons. There is a slight reduction in the normal stress concentration due to the generation of shear stress, which reduces the stress transfer between the pillars.

A stage gate process (Figure 4) was used to evaluate mineable blocks.

Mapping of the mineable area

MicroStation (3D CAD) was used to map the mineable area illustrated in Figure 5 that conforms to the selection criteria in Table II) within Thorncliffe Chrome Mine. The precise layout of the mineable area is withheld due to confidentiality reasons.

Summary

From the above evaluation criteria, it can be seen that approximately 47% of the potentially mineable MG2 reef is actually viable for extraction. This means that 53% of the geological block is not viable for extraction.

However, there are working areas that are borderline between viability and non-viability. Minimal changes can be made to make these areas viable for extraction. The characteristic that makes these areas nonviable is the parting thickness. By installing additional support and using relief mining, 16% of the borderline areas may be rendered viable. This would increase the area that can be exploited to 63% of the original block area, accounting for 72 of the original 114 blocks. Applying the mining method suggested and the appropriate method of access can increase the mine’s reserves by 16.9 M reserves, and increase production by 50 kt/month.

Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parting thickness</td>
<td>A minimum acceptable parting distance of 7 m between the MG1 and MG2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal dilution</td>
<td>Maximum internal dilution of 15% (assumed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pillar strength</td>
<td>Superimposed pillars adhering to the Salamon and Oravecz (1976) guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining method</td>
<td>Bord-and-pillar mining (low extraction method)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of cover</td>
<td>The thickness of overburden above the ore horizon. The orebody has to be within the desired relative location such that significant overburden stress concentrations are not included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parting characteristics</td>
<td>This geotechnical characteristics of the parting between the MG2 and MG1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional geological features</td>
<td>Large faults, dykes, and potholes taken into accounted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion
A stage gate approach was used to evaluate criteria for the mineable areas. The criteria used the inherent geology required and the mining requirements for multi-reef operations as per operational standards. Fifty-four out of 114 geological blocks were found to be mineable.

The geological factors that were considered in the evaluation include depth of cover, rock characteristics, parting characteristics, and parting thickness. These were ranked from highest to lowest priority.

The production capacity of the current infrastructure was reviewed, and it was found that an additional production of 50 kt per month from the MG2 could be sustained.

Due to the fact that the infrastructure capacity supports mining from the main shaft, a secondary access will be used to access the reef as opposed to a new shaft being sunk from surface. This helps to improve the profitability, as the costs of sinking a new shaft clearly outweigh the revenue of mining the MG1.

With all the considerations being satisfied, it can be concluded that the MG2 layer is viable to mine in a safe manner together with the MG1 layer in a multiple reef environment.
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